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I. Introduction 

A series of papers devoted to a new approach to the 

study of the structure of highly excited states of atomic 

nuclei has for an object firstly to clarify how proceeds 

the complication of the state structure with increasing ex

citation energy, and secondly to develop a unique description 

for low-lying states, states of intermediate excitation ener

gy and highly excited states. The realization of this aim 

proceeds along two lines; a general semi-microscopic descrip

tion on the basis of the operator form of the wave fUnctions 

of highly excited states and numerical calculations on the 

basis of the model taking into account the interactions of 

quasiparticles with phonons. 

2. General Semi-Microscopic Approach 

We give the basic formulas of the general semi-micros

copic description of the structure of highly excited states 

developed in refs./1-41. 

The wave function of a highly excited state is repre

sented as a sum of terms, each containing the operators of 

quasiparticles and nucleons for the neutron and ~he proton 

systems. With increasing excitation energy a complication of 
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the structure of nuclear states is seen from the fact.that 

the wave function contains components with ever-increasing 

number of quasiparticles. 

Let us construct, for example, the wave function of 

the highly excited state of an odd-N spherical nucleus. It 

consists of an one-quasiparticle neutron component (n), three

quasiparticle components ( n 2 p ) , (3n) (one neutron and two 

proton quasiparticles and three neutron quasiparticles) and 

five-quasiparticle components (n4p), (3n, 2p), (5n ) etc. 

.1e write it in the following form: 

'fi (j"M):::b~n(jn) br,Jn bM,n"d.j"nmn 'to + 

~ \ bJ.n.zt . n n . • + cJ. 1- + W . 
+ ~ L- 1 U, m,, Jz m~}J ma)dj"m" ·.i2 m~c/.i3 mJ To ...,. 

Jt,J2J3 t 
mr,mJmJ ' (1) 

' ~ .Andtt . 
+ L b ·n t1 ' • . •. + + -t- + + j?J J-,J J- t' I 6~ m,,JzmJ)~t77Jjvm.,,].;ms)~tm,"d.J~m2~mij,m cl;;m:i'Jt+ 
n{',.lJ, ,, , . t, "' 

, ,ml,mJ.m,,m:. - .Q (t} 

+ · · .. + L D;" ' (/11)81}" 8"' m1:Ji: m" Q .. :~ ( t) ':J! + ···
1 t ' . ) J 7 

whereot]m is the quasiparticle creation operator (see re:r./51). 

The coefficients b .A define the contribution of the corres

ponding quasiparticle component, ~ is the number of an ex

cited state with given I" M • The index t = n indicates 

the neutron and t: p the proton systems. In the wave func-

tion (I) the products (d)md..j-m}z.
0 

aro replaced by the 

phonon pairing vibration operators .2; { t) the explicit 

form of which is given in re:ts.'4 •51. By !flc we mean the 

product of quasiparticle or phonon vacua for the neutron and 

proton systems. 
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Besides the operators Q; (t) , the wave i'unct 

contains no other phonon operators. As far as the ph 

operators are written in the form of a superposition 

quasiparticle operators, the corresponding terms are 

of as being already included in the wave function (I 

needed, it is possible to include explicitly the ope 

of quadrupole,octupole and other phonons in the wave 

tion (I-). 

It is unknown how proceeds the rotation of a nu· 

in the highly excited state. Thus, it may be expecte 

the projection 1\ of the total angular momentum on 

nuclear symmetry axis is not a sufficiently good quru 

ber and the wave functions of the highly excited sta· 

deformed nuclei are a superposition of terms with di: 

K • The wave function of an odd-N deformed nucle1 

written in the form 

ILl (~·;;t1)-'12I+T' s- J.At ·l{JJ.r r, )W(Kii"lt.tiii•K]) 
T.A .1 - v~ fvcO.Itk; melee l.A /t[-'/ tf-K~ 

l1J .7! .An +/J/. ~ o:;;-J!n.?t \f+ · + 
IJ.(I\ )=.EJ)"(Skfs~ To ... L_ LUK (o,~~i!q;,13~P.s,a;rl,zl. s s1,~2/IJ t: 

Oi,(t_6j 

+ .. _. + ~ ~ bJ.nfl"'Jlt( S)of.7' Q + {f) !flo + ..... 
s t' S+ ~ 

The set of quantum numbers defining the single-partie 

is denoted by ( S tr ) for the neutron system and by 1 

for both the neutron and proton ones. In each term c 

the summation aver (J' is subjected to an additiona: 

I 
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Besides the operators s-2; ( t) , the wave function (I) 

contains no other phonon operators. As far as the phonon 

operators are written in the form of a superposition of two

quasiparticle operators, the corresponding terms are thought 

of as being already included in the wave function (I). If 

needed, it is possible to include explicitly the operators 

of quadrupole,octupole and other phonons in the wave func

tion (I·). 

It is unknown how proceeds the rotation of a nucleus 

in the highly excited state. Thus, it may be expected that 

the projection k of the total angular momentum on the 

nuclear symmetry axis is not a sufficiently good quantum num

ber and the wave functions of the highly excited states of 

deformed nuclei are_a superposition of terms with different 

X • The wave function of an odd-N deformed nucleus is 

written in the form 

The set of quantum numbers defining the single-particle state 

is denoted by ( S (/" ) for the neutron system and by ( Cf (f' ) 

for bath the neutron and proton ones. In each term of eq.(~), 

the summation aver rf is subjected to an additional condi-
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d! tion o:f the type I<= a; X,+ tJ; Kl. + }(j o; • The wave :functions 

of the highly excited states of even spherical and deformed 

nuclei are given in ref./4/ 

It should be noted that the operator form of the highly 

excited state wave frihction written in the form of (I) or(~) 

is not the most general one. When constructing the wt4Ve func

tion an approximation is used which consists in that in each 

term the operators of quasiparticles and pairing vibration 

phonons act on the wave functions which are either a quasi

particle or a phonon vacuum. 

It is worth noting that if the wave function describes 

a state the energy of which exceeds the neutron binding ener

gy then, strictly speaking, it should be written as 

( >-.) _ , It Tn.A '111 (I;;M) ~ <o - v~ (6 -#,1 )2 -+ r,.t/1. T,;. ' (4) 

where /i;.A is the resonance energy. This corresponds to the 

fact that a neutron can be emitted, i.e. when a neutron in

teracts with t~e target-nucleus A-1 the elastic scattering 

channel is open. However, this energy factor is, as a rule, 

unimportant when calculating transitions from highly excited 

states. 

At excitation energies close to the neutron binding 

energ;r Bn or higher the wave functions contain thousands 

of various few- end many-quasiparticle components. S~ch wave 

fUnctions possess the properties of the compound states int

roduced by N.Bohr. In fact, the formation of a highly ex

cited state can proceed through one components, and the de-

\ 

./I 
I 

I 

il 

cay through other components of the wave :!Unctic 

in many cases, the main requirement that the dec 

pound states is independent of the mode of theii 

will be fulfilled. Since the wave function conte 

of components some few-quasiparticle components 

a rule, small values. This will lead to a signif 

ce of the probabilities of gamma transitions to 

states. Therefore, the half-life of a highly exc 

must be much longer than that of a one- or two

le state. 

These wave functions may be used for descri 

states from (2-~) MeV to such energies at which : 

do not overlap yet, i.e. when the condition 

~ <"'D 
holds. This implies that the neutron width r;, 
smaller than the mean spacing D between levels 

Using the operator :form of the wave functiol 

in refs./1-4/ the reduced neutron ~~ , l 

alpha t;.;f' widths, as well as the strength 

(~). 

end 

for .S - 'and p - wave neutrons are expressed il 

the coefficients b~. If there is the operator i 

wave :function of a neutron resonance then in thE 

of the wave function coefficients it is possible 

the neutron entrance channels and obtain the samE 

as in models of valency-neutron and doorway statE 

lations performed in the framework of the doorwB.j 
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in lliBllY cases, the main requirement that the decay of com

pound states is independent of the mode of their formation 

will be fUlfilled. Since the wave function. contains a variety 

of components some few-quasiparticle components must have, as 

a rule, small values. This will lead to a significant hindran

ce of the probabilities of galliiDB. transitions to low-lying 

states. Therefore, the half-life of a highly excited state 

must be much longer than that of a one- or two-quasipartic

le state. 

These wave functions may be used for describing excited 

states from (2-~) MeV to such energies at which resonances 

do not overlap yet, i.e. when the condition 

r, <"' D (5) 

holds. This implies that the neutron width (;, is much 

smaller than the mean spacing 1) between levels with given I 11
• 

Using the operator form of the wave functions (I) and 

(,), in refs./1-4/ the reduced neutron ~~ , radiative ;r;; 
and alpha !j_JJ' widths, as well as the strength functions 

for S - and p - wave neutrons are expressed in terms of 

the coefficients b~. If there is the operator form of the 

wave function of a neutron resonance then in the language 

of the wave function coefficients it is possible to describe 

the neutron entrance channels and obtain the same relations 

as in models of valency-neutron and doorway states. In calcu

lations performed in the framework of the doorway state mode~, 
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only a part of the components of the wave function (I) or(3) 

is used, and the connection with the remaining components is 

mentioned. The main difference of our approach from the door

way state model consists in that we take the wave function as 

a superposition of components with different number of quasi~ 

particles, while in the doorway state· model the wave function 

contains a definite number of quasiparticles. 

v;e consider the reduced neutron widths r;,~ . The re

duced width amplitude for the state ~> •in the channel c 

is usuan;l61 written as 

~c :: {- <(.}./ !fS lfc..) ds J 

where If{ <fs is the product of the internal wave func-

tions of the nucleus in the channel C and of the one

particle state, !; is the one-particle amplitude for the 

S -state. In our tre~tment, the quantity \.AI fs 1:fc. > can 

be replaced by the matrix element('!,;.;;,( tiiJ a:jm ~ ) , where 

~i is the w4ve function of the ground state of a target

nucleus. If we take as the target an even-even spherical nuc

leus and fJ). in the form (I) then we get 

( 'tf!' (I 1i J a}m 'it) = b! .j n ( J J u j 
The reduced neutron width can be written as 

r." rc . b.An( ') lz !:'"' ,.., = 1s.p I T J Uj + n.). ' (6) 
where f;,_~p. is the single-particle value. of the neutron 

width, the function UJ indicates that the states j 

must be particle ones. The term r;,~o is responsible for · 

a more complicated neutron captura mechanism. It may contain 
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the same terms as in the doorway state model (see re: 

If as a doorway state we take three-quasiparticle co1 

of the wave function (I), then J:~~ will contain com; 
.Anz.t , • • LAnS21J (t}( . 

Or (Jfm 1,jlmJ,J~mJ)and Uz J) • 

We give an expression for the reduced radiative 

which is connected with the E.A transition matrix e: 

as follows: 

~~~ = 2ft1 ffi-t 12:. (J~ m1 .A111 IM).M(E.A;r"A-J~m.t)J 
11,m1 

The matrix element for the £}. transition from the 

excited state described by the wave function (I) to ' 

quasiparticle state .1} m lJID 
v.J ':1 

is 

M( E.A jir:J.-~mf)= ~;Jt(-!/j-(j1 mJI-M/J..))~n(j)8;_/1JjJ: 
- ( '\ 1}J; • J2 -.JH • D AnZp, . • • ).nll1t,. 

V2.J.+f (..__(- (J;m,J~m2/.Aft1) PrM [J1mJ,Jtmt,Jz'11l)r.:3bm 1J.t'' 
Jr,Jz 

. uj;}2 <JJ~r( £-A) Jj.>-4 v£:(c- f)Jt -I·I'(J/ mf[M j.A -J )~(j~ 
· ~l<iJr(E.A)I.ir>+ ··· 
The first term in (8) corresponds to the valency ne~ 

model. The matrix elements for the EJ and M.A. trm 

to one-phonon states or to states quasipB.J:1iicle plus 

are more complicated. 

The matrix elements of alpha transitions from h: 

cited to low-lying states have a variety of componen~ 

wave iunctions of highly excited states11 •41. 
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of the wave function (I), then r,~~ will contain components 
L..An2.t , • • J..-'I1S2., (t}( . 
ur (j1 m 1,JtmJ,J~mJ)and uz J) • 

We give an expression for the reduced radiative width 

which is connected with the E.A transition matrix element 

as follows: 

fr~t = z~;t ~ /2:._ (J~m:f.AM/IM)M(E.A;I'J\--j~tn.t) ( <7> 
H,m1 

The matrix element for the E).. transition from the highly 

excited state described by the wave function (I) to the one

quasiparticle state d./ m LJ!o 
v.} 'f 

is 

M( E.A jin;.--~m;)= J;Lr(-t/t_,.,(j1 mJI-M/J.))~nOJ8r,j Z!jJ;~ J r(EJJf~>

-v21+r L.(-1 i"/{t;,jlm2/.AJt1)[bxn,:tJ~mJJ,m,Jzml)r.3~;~(;jmj),m,,J~mz)J • 
~h ~) 

·uj;}
2 
<J~~r(E.AJ }1,> -jVf~!((-I)Jt-z-JI(J/m!IM l.A-J)~110'J~;ruj;j· · 

· -'til < i 1 r (£.A J lif > + .. • • 
The first term in (8) corresponds to the valency neutron 

model. The matrix elements for the EJ and M.A transitions 

to one-phonon states or to states quasipaz'ticle plus phonon 

are more complicated. 

The matrix elements of alpha transitions from highly ex

cited to low-lying states have a variety of components of the 

wave 1\mctions of highly excited states/1 •41. 
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3. Structure of Neutron Resonances 

\'ie use the operator :form of the wave :functions of neutron 

resonances in order to clarify their structure. Let us look 

what information about the b"' coefficients in (I) and (3) 

can be extracted :from neutron resonance experiments. 

First of all, we clarify what is the order of magnitude 

of one-quasiparticle and two-quasiparticle components of the 

wave functions of neutron resonances. 1~e consider as an examp-

le the case when an s -wave neutron is captured by an even-
,-·~ even spherical nucleus. If in eq.(6) we reject the term 'nA 

the reduced neutron width is then defined as 

r 0 r:Q /tn . 2 
nA = sp./b1 (J)Ui/ , (6) 

where j"= '12 ~. We assume that U} z f, then 

._,_ "-}.2 
In). - G·.p. I b I (9) 

we make an averaging over a number of resonances and get 

< /~,u ) Z f's.~. I b/c?. (10) 

- 2 Table I gives experimental data on < r,o >and the I b I -
.• 2 

values. It is seen that I bl is, in the order of magnitu-

de, 10-
6 

in nuclei around closed shells in which fragmentation 

is not utrong enough, and in far lighter nuclei with A=50-60 

where the strength :function :for S -wave neutrons has a . 

maximum. In nuclei with A ~ 100, I b /2 is 10-'7 - 10-8 :for 

one-quasiparticle components s,/z and for those two-quasi-

10 
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particle components one of which is S tf~ • In the s 

I b 12 
is 10-6 :for one-quasiparticle components 3 P'/.2 

which is related to the maximum of the strength :rune 

p -wave neutrons. 

In strongly deformed nuclei the s -wave strang 

tiona are not small, however, the 
J , 

lb 1- values 

are very small, 10-S - 10-9. This decrease of I 01 2 

ted ~ith a variety of collective excitation branches 

med nuclei as compared with spherical nuclei •. A larg 

of collective excitations in deformed nuclei has led 

ger fragmentation of one-particle components over ma 
. -• I levels. The decrease of < I, > in deformed nu~lei co 

to spherical ones may be partially due to the'· differ 

equilibrium deformations of the highly excited state 

ground state of the target-nucleus. 

The magnitude of the one- and two-quasiparticle 

nents of the wave functions of highly excited states 

ed from the experimental data on £I transi tiona t 

ground and low-lying states coincides with the estim 

tained from the neutron wid~hs. According to refs./3 

nuclei with A from 50 to 250 the one- and two-qua 

components of the wave functions of neutron resonanc 

the values in the following interval: 

1612 :: to·t_ w· 9 . 

In refs./3, 4/ there are expressions for the red· 

neutron widths in the case when a slow neutron is ca: 

by an odd-odd nucleus. Then it is possible to obtain 
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In strongly deformed nuclei the 

tiona are not small, however, the 
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lb jl_ values 

are very small, 10-8 - 10-9. This decrease of I 0 12 is connec-

ted with a variety of collective excitation branches in riefor

med nuclei as compared with spherical nuclei. A large number 

of collective excitations in deformed nuclei has led to stron

ger fragmentation of one-particle components over many nuclear 
I 

levels. The decrease of < rh• > in deformed nu~lei compared 

to spherical ones may be partially due to the\difference of 

equilibrium deformations of the highly excited state and the 

ground state of the target-nucleus. 

The magnitude of the one- and two-quasiparticle compo

nents of the wave functions of highly excited states estimat-

ed from the experimental data on £ f transitions to the 

ground and low-lying states coincides with the estimate ob

tained from the neutron widths. According to refs./3,
4

/ for 

nuclei with A from 50 to 250 the one- and two-quasiparticle 

components of the wave functions of neutron resonances take 

the values in the following interval: 

I b 12 = t 0- t · tD- 9 . 

In refa./3, 4/ there are expressions for the reduced 

neutron widths in the case when a slow neutron is captw·ed 

by an odd-odd nucleus. Then it is possible to obtain informa-
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tion on the magnitude of three-quasiparticle components ( p2n ). 
. - 2 : 

It follow::: from tha experimental data that .the I bl -values 

for three-quasiparticle components of states with high spins 

are smaller than the I b 12 -values for one- and two-quasi

particle components. This appears to be due to the fact that 

the fragmentation of three-quasiparticle components is at 

the initial stage and the main part of the strength of three

particle states is concentrated on a few levels. Evidence 

on the magnitude of three- and four-quasiparticle components 

of the wave functions of neutron resonances will be richer 

if in neutron-spectroscopic studies unstable nuclei and iso

mers are used as targets/3/. 

The role of many-quasiparticle components of the wave 

functions of neutron resonances is not clear. The fact that 

some few-quasiparticle components give a contribution of the 

order 10-6 - 10-9 to the wave function normalization does 

not mean ataJ.lj;hat the number of the wave function components 

is many millions and that all of them are small. It is quite 

possible that one or several many-quasiparticle components 

give a predominant contribution to the normalization of the 

highly excited state wave function. 

We study what indirect information about the magnitude 

of four-, five-, six-, seven- and eight-quasiparticle-compo

nents of the wave functions can be extracted from an analysis 

of alpha and gamma decay of resonances. It is obvious that the 

role of many-quasiparticle components must be displayed most 

strongly in those resonances for which the corresponding str~ 

function is minimum. 

12 
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We consider EI transitions from highly e~ 

Let a slow neutron be captured by an odd-N sphex 

and resonances with I''= f- be produced. The 

tion to the two-phonon e+ state involves, in add 

two-quasiparticle components, which take ·part ill 

to the ground ej state, a large number of four

quasiparticle components of the highly excited f 

functions. EI transitions to one-phonon 2+ stat 

two- and four--quasiparticle components while E 1 

to two-phonon 2+ states involve also six-quasii 

ponents. If four-quasiparticle components are nc 

may expect an increase of the reduced probabili1 

transitions to one-phonon states compared with 

tiona to the ground states. An increase of the l 

babilities for EI transitions to two-phonon s1 

red with E I transitions to the ground and one· 
contribution 

will give evidence for a noticeable of six-qua1 

ponents to the normalization of the highly exci1 

function. 

Some information about the total contribut: 

and eight-quasiparticle components can be extra' 

perimental data on reduced partial probabilitie: 

decay of neutron resonances. The alpha decay of 

to the ground states of even-even nuclei involv 

four- quasiparticle components of the type (2n 

ha decay of resonances to one-phonon states inv 

large number of four- and six-quasiparticle com 
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We consider EI transitions from highly excited states. 

Let a slow neutron be captured by an odd-N spherical nucleus 

and resonances with I'';= f- be produced. The £ r transi

tion to the two-phonon e+ state involves, in addition to some 

two-quasiparticle components, which take ·part in transition 

to the ground ej state, a large number of four- and six

quasiparticle components of the highly excited state wave 

functions. £I transitions to one-phonon 2+ states involve 

two- and four-quasiparticle components while E 1 transitions 

to two-phonon 2+ states involve also six-quasiparticle com

ponents. If four-quasiparticle components are not small one 

may expect an increase of the reduced probabilities of f/ 
transitions to one-phonon states compared with E I transi

tions to the ground states. An increase of the reduced pro

babilities for EI transitions to two-phonon states compa

red with E I transitions to the ground and one-phonon states 
contribution 

will give evidence for a noticeable of six-quasiparticle com-

ponents to the normalization of the highly excited state wave 

function. 
Some information about the total contribution of six

and eight-quasiparticle components can be extracted from ex

perimental data on reduced partial probabilities of alpha 

decay of neutron resonances. The alpha decay of resonances 

to the ground states of even-even nuclei involve two- and 

four- quasiparticle components of the type ( 2n 2p ) • The alp

ha decay of resonances to one-phonon states involve also a 

large number of four- and six-quasiparticle components. Thus, 
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if four- and six-quasiparticle components are important, the 

reduced probabilities for alpha transitions to one-phonon sta

tes must-be larger than to the ground states. It follows from 

the experimental data/9/ that when averaging over eight 1;;-= J.-

resonances in 'U Sm the reduced probabilities for alpha 

transitions to the one-phonon 2+ state in IH Nt:l are twice as 

large as those for alpha transitions to the ground state. These 

data point to the important role of. four- and six-quasiparticle 

components in the wave functions of highly excited states. 

The indirect data on the total contribution of many-qua

siparticle components do not answer the question as to whether 

or not the wave functions of neutron resonances contain large 

many-quasiparticle components. It seems that this question 

may be answered by studying EI and E2 transitions from 

neutron resonances to the states the energy of which is lower 

by (I.0-1.5) MeV than the neutron resonance energy. If., for 

example, the wave function of a given resonance has a large 

seven-quasiparticle component then E f and E 2 transitions 

should occur from it to states containing appreciable five

quasiparticle components. The_reduced probabilities of. these 

transitions must be much larger than for transitions to low

lying states. Observation of large reduced probabilities for 

gamma transitions from neutron resonances to some states with 

somewhat lower excitation energy will testify to the pre-

s'nce of. large many-quasiparticle components in the wave func

tions of neutron resonances. 

Experimental data on many-quasiparticle components may 

apparently be obtained from many-particle transfer reaction 

studies: 
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As a first -~tep toward clarify:irig the rotatio 

ties of highly excited stl!tes in rer.J101 it is su 

study how good for them is the quantum number I< 

transitions from resonanceet are assumed to be If-

if for them the condition 

I IA _- - K;} - A I -= v :>- 0 I 

holds, where A is the multipolarity of a gamma · 

The role of the quantum number kin highly excit1 

may be judged by the rate of hindrance of k -f.orl 

ma transitions from resonances compared with k 

transitions. It may be expected that the role of. tl 

number k will be different in different terms o: 

fUnctions of. higly excited states. The available e; 

data indicate that the hindrance of. k -forbidden 

sitions may be small. 

In refs./4 •111 an expression for the magnetic 

a highly excited state is derived and it is shown 1 

it contains all the components of the wave f.unctiox 

the magnitude of the magnetic moments for 

cited states must be equal to that for low-lying s1 

present there are experimental data~1~• 1 3/ on magnE 
16/s -

of two resonances in E r which confirm qualitati 

conclusion. 

In refs./3,10 • 14• 1 ~/ on the basis of the semi

-pic approach, correlations between neutron radiati~ 

widths in neutron resonances are considered. It is 
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As a first step toward clarifying the rotational proper

ties of highly excited st~tes in ref./101 it is suggested to 

study how good for them is the quantum number I< • The gamma 

transitions from resonanceS' are assumed to be /(- forbidden 

if for them the condition 

I IA - K:f - A I = v )' 0 I (11) 

holds, where A is the multipolarity of a gamma transition. 

The role of the quantum number k in highly excited states 

may be judged by the rate of hindrance of k -forbidden gam

ma transitions from resonances compared with k allowed 

transition~. It may be expected that the role of the quantum 

number k will be different in different terms of the wave 

functions of higly excited states. The available experimental 

data indicate that the hindrance of k -forbidden gamma tran

sitions may be small. 

In refs./4, 11/ an expression for the magnetic moment of 

a highly excited state is derived and it is shown that because 

it contains all the components of the wave function 

the magnitude of the magnetic moments for highly ex

cited states must be equal to that for low-lying states. At 

present there are experimental dataZ1-2•13/ on magnetic moments 

of two resonances in "/J E r which confirm qualit.atively this 

conclusion. 

In refs./3,10,14•1S/ on the basis of the semi-microsco-

pic approach, correlations between neutron radiative and alpha 

widths in neutron resonances are considered. It is shown that 
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correlations can occur when quasiparticle selection rules 

are valid.~he cases are indicated which are the most favou

rable for correlations to occur. 

4. A Model for Describing the Structure of HighlY Excited 
States 

The general semi-microscopic approach to the study of 

the structure of highly excited states should be completed 

by model calculations. In refs./2 , 161 the study is performed 

by the model in which quasiparticle-phonon interactions are 

taken into account. We give here the basic assertions and 

some results obtained in the framework of a modification 

which is used for studying nonrotational states in odd-A 

deformed nuclei. 

The wave function of an odd N nucleus describing states 

with a given }(;; is written in the form 

LrJ ( x ·' J = c'· .L 2. I d. .. + 2.. n~~· cL+ a·,. + _ ~ . ~. vz a- s,.,. y, ~ s. s~ SO"' "j 

+ L ~ 
J,j2 s 

-n2i rr a ... ()..jo . fs. sv- o... srr · j )2 -r 

+ L , -.::-- Rli.z.IJ' ,-r n+ Q+ Q+ J LiJ 
· fl ,c._ L s. scr c:f..s~ f...:;t..3 jz J; Tc 

Ydz}J S 

where a, is the phonon creation operator, r: A;,j 

(12) 

, A)1 the 

m.ultipolarity, J the number of the root of the secular 

equation for a phonon. 

The Hamiltonian of the model contains the average field, 

interactions leading to superconducting pairing correlations 
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and multipole-m.ultipole forces. The constants of 

le-multipole interaction are fixed in determining 

the appropriate even-even nuclei. The problem is 1 

follows. We calculate the average value of the Hru 

over the state (12) and on the basis of the varia1 

ciple we derive equations for determining the func 
c~~J· R~~Lj,~ 
r, and , 
~.~- .~!!. 

• We reject noncoherent t1 

of the equations and the problel:l thus reduces to l 

equation of a rather complicated form (see/161). I 

this has resulted in the appearance of extraneous 

We have succeeded in overcoming this trouble 

into account a part of coherent terms. 

Numerical calculations are performed for U!J 
161- f6:i 

t r and ])y • In the multipole-multipole in1 

phonons with A :: 4 and .A :: 5 are taken into ac 

addition to quadrupole with A = 2 and octupole 

phonons. The replacement of the two-quasiparticle 

the phonons with A. :: 4 and A :: 5 is explained 

thematical formalism used. All roots of the secula 

for one-phonon states up to the neutron binding en 

are taken into account in the calculations and the 

ticle energies and the wave functions of the Saxon 

tential are used. 

First we perform calculations of the density 

with given }(;; which is defined by the number of 
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and multipole-multipole forces. The constants of the multipo

le-multipole interaction are fixed in determining phonons in 

the appropriate even-even nuclei. The problem is solved as 

follows. We calculate the average value of the Hamiltonian 

over the state (12) and on the basis of the variational prin-
' . 

ciple we derive equations for determining the functions 
c't~l· and Rn~j,~ 

Di• 
~ .... 

r:, • We reject noncoherent terms in one 
~D.,. -~< """ 

of the equations and the problem thus reduces to a secular 

equation of a rather complicated form (see/161). However, 

this has resulted in the appearance of extraneous roots. 

We have succeeded in overcoming this trouble by taking 

into account a part of coherent terms. 

Numerical calculations are performed for u~ U ,
16

!1[ r 
16'/t-r u)· 

and J)y • In the multipole-multipole interaction 

phonons with A = 4 and A = 5 are taken into account in 

addition to quadrupole with A = 2 and octupole ~ = 3 

phonons. The replacement of the two-quasiparticle states by 

the phonons with A. = 4 and ..l = 5 is explained by the ma

thematical formalism used. All roots of the secular-equations 

for one-phonon states up to the neutron binding energy Bn 
are taken into account in the calculations and the one-par

ticle energies and the wave functions of the Saxon-Woods po

tential are used. 

First we perform calculations of the density of states 

with given K;; which is defined by the number of poles 
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I 
I. 

I 
I 

6 ( S) ~ wi 

0 (s)-+ u.s,• waz 
(13) 

0 ( S) + (J)JI t WJz ~ Wi J 

This calculation has some advantage compared to the calcula- · 

tion in the framework of the models of independent particles 

and independent quasiparticles (see ref./1?/) since, in addi

tion to quasiparticles, the phonon states are taken into ac

count. 

The calculated average spacing ]) between the the 1/2+ 

levels as a function of the excitation energy is given in 

Table 2. It is seen that the density increases strongly with 

increasing excitation energy. Table 3 gives the average spac

ing ]) 

to Bn 

sity is 

between the 1/2+ levels at excitation energies equal 

• It is seen f~om the table that the calculated den

about half the measured one. Thus s. small difference 

indic·ates that our model may serve as ~ good basis for study

ing highly excited states. 

In the case o/b(J the number of poles(lJ)withKr.: ~+in the in

terval 10 keV near Bn is the following: G(S)•~a- 7 poles; 

f:,(S)+U.)•Wa" =114 poles;C,(s)•i+U.)z•u)jJ ~ 1?2 poles; and 

b(s)• wr"Jz•"1rvj,,26 poles. That is, the overwhelming majority 

of poles are five- and seven-quasiparticle ones. Further, 

when adding phonons with A = 6 and A = ? ]) = 31. 5 eV, 

i.o. it leads only to a small increase in the density. 

The main merit of the model is the fact that the wave 

function of a highly excited state has a variety of compo

nents. It follows from the calculations for z~(l with the 
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wave function (12) which has R;~J.J'·= 0 that the o: 

particle components ( c/l run over the values betw 

and 1o-10 which are ~agreement with the values o: 

quasiparticle components obtained from neutron wid· 

In the previous section the question is as fo 

there large many-quasiparticle components in the w, 

tiona of neutron resonances? As was already mentioJ 

energies close to the neutron binding energy B,.,_ · 

whelming majorit:r of poles (13) are many-quauipart: 

which points to a possible existence of large many. 

ticle components in the wave functions. The calcul• 

that at energies close to Bn the wave functions 

contain a number of large components quasiparticle 

phonons. Interactions between quasiparticles and b 

of quasiparticles with phonons at energies close t' 

tron binding energy cannot fragmentize many-partie: 

as strongly as sihgle-particle states. The calcula· 

formed by means of our model testify in favour of ~ 

thesis about the presence of large many-quasipartic 

nents in the wave functions of neutron resonances. 

The model considered is more general compared 

models of valency neutron and doorway states, whicl 

ticular cases of the former. Indeed, if the neutral 

calculated only with the terms of the wave :functi 01 

taining some components quasiparticle plus phonon · 

results £or the deformed nucleus are similar to th' 

in ref./S/ :for nuclei around closed shells. 
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wave function (12) which has R;~JJL.: 0 that the one-quasi

particle components ( c/l run over the values between 10-7 

d 10-10 . an whJ.ch are in agreement with the values of the one-. 

quasiparticle components obtained from neutron widths. 

In the previous section the question is as follows. Are 

there large many-quasiparticle components in the wave func

tions of neutron resonances? As was already mentioned, at 

energies close to the neutron binding energy 8,.,_ the over

whelming majority of poles (1~) are many-quasiparticle ones 

which points to a possible existence of large many-quasipar

ticle components in the wave functions. The calculations show 

that at energies close to B,. the wave functions in <:J
9
U 

contain a number of large components quasiparticle plus two 

phonons. Interactions between quasiparticles and interactions 

of quasiparticles with phonons at energies close to the neu

tron binding energy cannot fragmentize many-particle states 

as strongly as sihgle-particle states. The calculations per

formed by means of our model testify in favour of the hypo

thesis about the presence of large many-quasiparticle compo

nents in the wave functions of neutron resonances. 

The model considered is more general compared with·the 

models of valency neutron and doorway states, which are par

ticular cases of the former. Indeed, if the neutron width is 

calculated only with the terms of the wave function (12) con

taining some components quasiparticle plus phonon then the 

results for the deformed nucleus are similar to those obtained 

in ref./S/ for nuclei around closed shells. 
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Investigations in the framework of this model are being 

. ~ontinued. The composition of the wave functions of highly ex

cited states is being studied, the characteristics of neutron 

resonances are being calculated etc. A similar model has been 
.. 

formulated for describing highly excited. states in odd-A sphe-

rical nuclei. 

On the basis of the calculations by this model it may be 

concluded that the mechanism of interactions of quasipartic

les with phonons (or interactions of single-particle and col

lective degrees of freedom) is, to a large extent, resposible 

for the complication of the structure of states with increas

ing excitation energy. 

5. Complication of the Structure of Nuclear States with 
Increasing Excitation Energy 

Above we have discussed the properties of neutron reso

nances. Such a particular attention to neutron resonances is 

connected with a sufficient amount of experimental informa

tion for them. It would be much better if it was possible 

to advance consequtively in the study of the state structure 

as the excitation energy increases. 

We discuss the general picture of the fragmentation of 

single-particle states over many nuclear levels. We assume 

that quasiparticle-phonon interactions are the main mechanism 

which is responsible for fragmentation. 

If the energy of a single-particle state is near the 

Fermi surface energy it may be roughly supposed that 90% of 
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the strength of the single-particle state is concentrc 

at one nuclear level, (8-9)% - at several low-lying lE 

and the remaining (1-2)% are distributed over a large 

of levels in the interval of 10 MeV and higher. The ii 

tion about the distribution of the strergth of a singlE 

state in a wide energy interval is obtained from nonzE 

strength functions for 5 -wave neutrons in those nucJ 

subshell of which s,,2 is the ground or the hole stat 

As the single-particle energy moves away from thE 

surface energy the fragmentation of a single-particle 

over many levels becomes stronger. When the single-pal 

state energy is far away from the Fermi surface by (2-

lilout 90% of this strength is distributed over several 

levels and the remaining 10% are fragmentized over Ill8J:l 

vela in a wide energy interval. As the single-particle 

moves away from the Fermi surface energy there proceed 

ther enhancement of the fragmentation process. 

Fragmentation of three-, five- and higher partie] 

states over many nuclear levels occurs. The rate of f 

tation of three-particle states is as strong·as there 

fragmentation of single-particle states at higher exci 

etc. 

Some approximate conservation laws weaken. 

rate for one states compared to others. The most strik 

example ia isobaric analogue states which are few-quas 

ticle states due to the fact that the conservation la~ 

isotopic spin acta against mixing of states with isoto 

spill To to the state with isotopic spin To +1. 
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the strength of the single-particle state is concentrated 

at one nuclear level, (8-9)% - at several low-lying levels 

and the remaining (1-2)% are distributed over a large number 

of levels in the interval of 10 MeV and higher. The informa

tion about the distribution of the strergth of a single-particle 

state in a wide energy interval is obtained from nonzero 

strength functions for S -wave neutrons in those nuclei the 

subshell of which s,,2 is the ground or the hole state. 

As the single-particle energy moves away from the Fermi 

surface energy the fragmentation of a single-particle state 

over many levels becomes stronger. When the single-particle 

state energy is far away from the Fermi surface by (2-3) MeV 

about 90% of this strength is distributed over several nuclear 

levels and the remaining 10% are fragmentized over many le

vels in a wide energy interval. As the single-particle energy 

moves away from the Fermi surface energy there proceeds fur

ther enhancement of the fragmentation process. 

Fragmentation of three-, five- and higher particle 

states over many nuclear levels occurs. The rate of fragmen

tation of three-particle states is as strong as the rate of 

fragmentation of single-particle states at higher excitations 

etc. 

Some approximate conservation laws weaken this 

rate for one states compared to others. The most striking 

example is isobaric analogue states which are few-quasipar

ticle states due to the fact that the.conservation law of 

isotopic spin acts against mixing of states with isotopic 

spin To to the state with isotopic spin To +1. 
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Another example are states with large values of spin I 

in spherical nuclei and quantum numb~r K in deformed nuclei. 

The wave functions of these states contain no few-quasipar

ticle components and the fragmentation of many-particle states 

begins work at higher excitations than that of single-partic

le states. As a result of both facta, the lowest states of 

spherical nuclei with large spins I and deformed nuclei with 

large .~ are rather pure quasiparticle states. 

One should expect that, at still higher excitations, 

six-, seven- and higher quasiparticle states with large I 

or K will be observed. experimentally. The structure of 

these states differs strongly from that of other neighboring 

states. 

Since the fragmentation of many-particle states becomes 

strong at high excitations one may expect rather pure many

quasiparticle highly excited states with small spins. 

The rate of fragmentation is different for different 

nuclei. An espe~ially strong difference is observed in doubly 

magic nuclei, e.g. inz
08

Pb and in nuclei which differ from 

the former by one nucleon. In doubly magic nuclei the first 

one-phonon states are located more highly than in nonmagic 

nuclei and the interactions of quasiparticles with phonons 

are weakened. Therefore the process of fragmentation of one

particle states over many nuclear levels in doubly magic nuc- , 

lei b~gins at high energies and develops more slowly than in 

other nuclei. 

iii 
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In fact, the properties of neutron resonances ii: 
209pb produced after S -neutron capture differ essE 

from the properties of neutron resonances in other nt 

example, the average spacing 1) between the 1/2+ lE 
207 Pb is larger by about two orders of magnitude thB 

f9j t ;!O!i and P , at the same excitations. Next, in Pb a I 

with ~ -B" = 500 keV and anomalously large reduced wi 

;:~ = 80 eV is observed. The corresponding one-quae 

component lbA/ 2 = 1.2. 10-4 is larger by about 103 
2&/p + than in other nuclei. In b ten 1/2 states are obs 

the interval 200-550 keV the reduced neutron widths c 
• lb"t:) 

f;,;.. are large and the corresponding values(i'each 

The partial radiative widths ~~~ for £ J transit 

these resonances to the ground state take the values 

to 10.2 keV. 

Thus, the wave functions of nuclei around closea 

have relatively large few-quasiparticle components. ~ 

the doorway state model is successfully applied to th 

lei. The behaviour of neutron resonances in nuclei ar 

closed shells must demonstrate the deviation from the 

rities of the statistical model which is confirmed ex 

tally. 

On the basis of the information about the compon 

the neutron resonance wave functions obtained from e:x 

tal data and calculations by the model we can represe 

structure of states at excitation energies close to t 

tron binding energy as follows. 
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In fact, the properties of neutron resonances in 
2c1Pb and 

209pb produced after $ -neutron capture differ essentially 

from the properties of neutron resonances in other nuclei. For 

example, the average spacing j) between the 1/2+ levels in 
~p . - ~ b ~s larger by about two orders of magnitude than in HJ 

19.jPt I :!O!i and , at the same excitations. Next, in Pb a resonance 

with ~ -B" = 500 keV and anomalously lar~e reduced width 

~~~ = 80 eV is observed. The corresponding one-quasiparticle 

component lbA/ 2 
= 1.2. 10-4 is larger by about 103- 104 

Z&l 
than in other nuclei. In Pb ten 1/2+ states are observed in 

the interval 200-550 keV the reduced neutron widths of which 
• 1&-e) 

J:~ are large and the correspon~ing values(reach 2.10-5. 

The partial radiative widths /;A~ for E J transitions from 

these resonances to the ground state take the values from .1.1 

to 10.2 keV. 

Thus, the wave functions of nuclei around closed shells 

have relatively large few-quasiparticle components. Therefore 

the doorway state model is successfully applied to these nuc

lei. The behaviour of neutron resonances in nuclei around 

closed shells must demonstrate the deviation from the regula

rities of the statistical model which is confirmed experimen

tally. 

On the basis of the information about the components of 

the neutron resonance wave f'unctions obtained from experimen

tal data and calculations by the model we can represent the 

structure of states at excitation energies close to the neu

tron binding energy as follows. 
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i). One- and t\vo-guaeipa.rticl.e e-om.pon_ente have approxi-

mately the same value in a 1arge energy interval higher Dn • 
Their behaviour obeys statistical laws which is a consequence 

of the developed fragmentation process. The dependence of 

their values upon A is demonstrated by the strength func~ 

tiona .S" and S, the magilitude of which is defined by the 

location of the sub shells s" end Rz , P.. with res-
/J l '/2 

pect to 8,, 
ii). Three- and four-particle states are fragmentized 

over many nuclear levels and therefore the three- and four

quasiparticle components of the wave functions must satisfy 

statistical laws. The exception is light nuclei and nuclei 

around closed shells (as well as analogue states) where the 

fragmentation process is not strong enough. This is seen ex

perimentally from the presence of intermediate structures. 

iii). For many-quasiparticle components the fragmenta

tion process is at the initial stage and the wave functions 

may have large many-quasiparticle components and~ consequently, 

individual characteristics. Their characteristics should not 

apparently obey st~tistical laws. 

These considerations, especially concerning the behaviour 

of many-quasiparticle components, are in disagreement with 

the commonly accepted idea about compound states and should 

be verified experimentally. 

We have thus presented the general semi-microscopic ap

proach for studying the structure of highly excited states. 

On the basis of this approach it is possible to clarify the 

general regularities and to extract from experimental data 
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information on some components of the wave function! 

excited states. A detailed theoretical study of the 

of highly excited states can be made using rather sj 

dels. 

Tbus, the combination of the general semi-micrc 

thod for treating nuclear states with calculations 1 

by means of various models can contribute largely tc 

of the structure of highly excited states. 
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Thus, the combination of the general semi-microscopic me

thod for treating nuclear states with calculations performed 

by means of various models can contribute largely to the study 

o:f' the structure o:f' highly excited states. 
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Tab 

Average neutron widths < !~" > and one- and two-q1 
components J b 1:. 

:==-1-=~====I=~==========B~==========<=~~~========== 
•• uc e~ MeV eV 

41ca 

51cr 

59tu 

. 65Zn 

97Mo 

9~0 

117sn 

138Ba 

139Ba 

1~d 

158Gd 

165Er 

171Yb 

172-n, 

182.ra 

198Au 

201Hg 

207Pb 

208Pb 

210Bi 

2390 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

2+,3+ 

1/2+ 

1+,2+ 

1/2+ 

3-,4-

1-,2-

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

o-,1-
3\4+ 

1+,2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

o-,1-
4-,5-

1/2+ 

8.364 

9-270 

9.003 

7-988 

6.816 

8.642 

6.941 

8.540 

4.720 

7-561 

7-929 

6.645 

6.760 

8.140 

6.060 

6.497 

6.227 

6.734 

7-376 

4.600 

4.800 

15 

8 

6 

0,4 

0.1 

0.004 

0.012 

0.08 

1.8 

0.004 

0.003 

0.003 

0.003 

0.001 

0.0005 

0.0014 

0.2 

3.4 

0.6 

0.13 

0.002 
••=============================================== 
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T a b l e I. 

Average neutron widths < /~<> > and one- and two-quasiparticle 
components / b /.:. 

;::~::====;~==========:;:=========<~~~=============,=;,2===== 

41ca 

51cr 

59Ni 

65Zn 

97Mo 

9~0 

117sn 

1.?8Ba 

1.?9Ba 

1~d 

158Gd 

165Er 

171Yb 

1?2yb 

182.ra 

198Au 

201Hg 

207Pb 

208Pb 

210Bi 

2.?9u 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

2+,;+ 

1/2+ 

1+,2+ 

1/2+ 

,-,4-
1-,2-

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

o-,1-

;+,4+ 

1+,2+ 

1/2+ 

1/2+ 

o-,1-

4-,5-

1/2+ 

8.;64 

9·270 

9.00; 

?.988 

6.816 

8.642 

6.941 

8.540 

4.?20 

?.561 

?.929 

6.645 

6.?60 

8.140 

6.060 

6.497 

6.227 

6.7;4 

?.3?6 

4.600 

4.800 

15 

8 

6 

0,4 

0.1 

0.004 

0.012 

o.o8 

1.8 

0.004 

o.oo; 
0.003 

0.003 

0.001 

0.0005 

0.0014 

0.2 

3.4 

0.6 

0.13 

0.002 

4.1o-6 

2 10-6 

2 10-6 

1.; 10-? 

1 10-? 

0.4 10-8 

1.2 10-8 

2 10-7 

2 10-6 

0.5 10-8 

4 10-9 

4 10-9 

4 10-9 

1.2 10-9 

0.4 10-9 

2 10-9 

o. 3 ~o::G 
5 10-6 

1 10-6 

0.2 10-6 

4 10-
9 

••============================================================ 
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T a b _1 e 2. 

Average spacing D between the ·I"= 1/2+ level-s in 239u 

=================================;============================ 
& , MeV j) , eV G, MeV ]). , eV 

1,0 66.7 103 4.8 33.2 
2.0 9.4 103 5.0 27.0 
3.0 1.43 103 6.0 7.1 

···=~~~==================~~~=====t====~~~===============~~~== 

Tab 1 e 3· 

·-Average spacing D between the I'' = 1/2+ levels at 
~zB 

I) 

=============================================================== 
Nuclei Bn 

MeV Exper. 
J),ev 

Calc. 

239 u 4.800 18 31.5 

169Er 5-997 125 

167Er 6.436 49 

165ny 5.715 200 150 

=============================================================== 
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